Region growing is defined as a procedure of finding regions containing user defined objects of interest.Growing region is a vital phase for various image processing applications. Growing region in images has been very challenging as it is the base for further image analysis,interpretation and classification.Region growing varies for different purpose of aim.However,the identified region are widely used for various domain-skin detection, detect object in image,hand gesture detection etc.In this paper,the main concentration is to defining region of interest from an image based on skin detection.A clustering method was used.Skin detection can be used as a preprocessing step for several applications included but not limited to various Human Computer Interaction (HCI) tasks.However,skin detection is a challenging problem due to sparse variations of skin tone of human. Skin tone can be confused with background color,attire color,ethnicity,individual characteristics-age,sex,body parts,makeup,hair color,presence of non-human objects and camera calibration.Besides that,lightning conditions also plays a vital role. Researchers have been working tirelessly for an efficient skin detection method but those are not beyond limitations.Various approach including pixel wise threshold for various color spaces,segmentation, face and hand detection based approaches are proposed.But it still lacks from a method which can be applied for all types of skin detection. In this paper,a novel skin detection method is proposed which is free from any manual threshold values and automatically define number of clusters.
INTRODUCTION
Skin detection is perhaps the most widely used primitive in human image processing research. Skin detection mostly used as a primary step in various human concerned image processing applications. Skin detection is method of discriminating human skin pixel from non-skin pixels in an image or video 1 .It is one of the prominent research area in human computer interaction, face detection, face tracking, 2, 3 gesture recognition, 4 computational health informatics, web content filtering and many more. Skin detection is used as a cue for detecting people in real life images. The main challenge is to make skin detection robust to the large variations in appearance that can occur. However, there are various factors that make skin detection challenging. Among them variations in illumination, various ethnicity people with many skin tones, presence or absence of shadows in an image or videos, various background color and objects including wood, cloths and their similarity to skin, human hair with different variations and their resemblance to skin color, using makeup that changes the natural skin color and different camera characteristics make skin detection problem hard. Efficient handling of aforementioned challenges demands a model that is capable of differentiate skin and non-skin pixels. But until now that seems not to be achieved. In this paper, a skin detection model is proposed which can overcome these challenges and perform better in real world skin detection problem.
Researchers have been working tirelessly to find a technique which will be able to detect skin in spite of present challenges. However, Skin detection problem can be considered a binary classification problem, meaning, a pixel can be classified whether it is a skin pixel or not. There are mainly two types of skin detection, either pixel based or region based. In pixel based detection, a pixel is classified compared with its neighbor either as a skin pixel or not. Skin detection that is based on various color spaces are an example for this type of detection. In other hand, region based skin detection focus on spatially arrangement of skin pixel with additional information of intensity and texture. However, 5 Kakumanu et al., 6 and Phung et al. 7 has conducted surveys about skin color modeling and skin segmentation based on color information in different color spaces. Phung has discovered that skin detection accuracy does not depend on choice of color space or color quantization bin sizes. Besides for skin segmentation a few researchers have also used texture [8] [9] [10] or shape 11 information in combination with color-based methods. Wavelets, contourlets 12, 13 and textons are among the textural features that have been used in conjunction with color cues. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) received mentionable amount of attractions for image classification and object detection. So, there was some approach to classify and pixel-wise prediction using deep neural network architecture. This CNN method outperforms hand crafted threshold based method. But CNN does not work well defining relationship between pixel and its neighbors. Since skin pixels are located close to each other spatially, CNN lacks the desired performances. For all of this previous work, color cues have provided the dominant source of information. In spite of the emphasis on color-based analysis, a considerable number of applications will benefit from a system that can perform skin detection in the absence of color cues. Moreover, previously mentioned approaches heavily depend on color information that can lead to incorrect detection. Despite of the fact that there are various methods are present, it is tough to pick one which would project good accuracy in various conditions. So, it is worth looking to a new technique for better performance. The purpose of this research is to find a skin detection method which does not relay on any predefined thresholds. A skin detection technique must be robust in spite of varying conditions. Moreover, the proposed technique needs to be tested and experimentally evaluated to establish its reliability. The primary contributions of the work are
• Proposed method take advantage of broad spectrum of LAB color space and separate illumination by considering only A and B components. It ensures the pixel's characteristics without being biased of light presence
• K-means clustering is used for clustering. The main challenge for an unsupervised learning is to automatically define number of clusters. Features in images varied greatly and number of cluster should be defined dynamically. This challenge was solved in this study by considering largest areas of connected objects
• For region growing, seeding points are crucial. Hence, by clustering further, it can be ensure that seeding points obviously belongs to skin pixels. Moreover, standard deviation of only skin pixels is calculated which group maximum skin pixel and provide correct region of interest of an image.
Clustering based skin detection is a new approach compared with other various methods proposed. Simplicity of computation and ease of feature selection of this approach can be adopted to any skin detection related applications. An efficient skin detection will lift up human computer interaction tasks to next level.Gesture recognition, human face detection in wild, filtering objectionable content in web will be more accurate and simple. However, in unsupervised learning method like clustering, it is problematic to automatically define number of clusters since data features are unpredictable.
Proposed idea can open a new window of opportunities for researchers interested to solve similar challenges that can be applicable to different types of real world problem.
RELATED WORKS
In this section, some related works are discussed that is relevant to this research. The first part is skin detection methods followed by the clustering technique used in this study and a cluster validation index. Various methods have been proposed for skin detection. In term of technical merit, they can be divided into two broad categories-statistical based method and dynamic adaptive method. 14, 15 Statistical method relays on skin features that can be derived from training sample. Researchers first try to get the color features of skin pixels for a skin classifier. This approaches used a threshold for various basic color spaces. Moreover, there are many color space availableBasic color space, Perceptual color space, Orthogonal color space and perceptually uniform color spaces.
Color Spaces Based Skin Detection
RGB is a color space that is derived from the cathode ray tube display and as the name suggests, it comprise with three color-red, green and blue.Caetano and Barone 16 Oliver et al, 17 Kim et al, 18 Schwerdt and Crowley, 19 Sebe et al, 20 Storring et al, 21 Wang and Sung, 22 Yang and Ahuja, 23 Yang et al, 24 used RGB color space for skin detection. But high correlations between channels is a drawback of this color space with mixing chrominance and luminance portion. However, some approaches take the advantage of normalized RGB.This technique reduces space dimensionality. Brightness of source RGB deeply depends on red and green channel and normalization can separate it. So, for matte surface the ambient light can be ignored and normalized RGB remain constant for the changes in surface [28] . These advantages attract many researchers on color space based skin detections. 25, 26 But normalized RGB color space suffers from uneven illuminations. CIE (Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage) system represent the color space with Y as luminance. CIE-XYZ was developed from a psychological experiment and it is close to human visual system.
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An artist idea of using saturation, tint and tone were introduce at HSV color space where hue (H) defines the most dominant color of a concern area, saturation(S) represent "colorfulness" with respect to brightness. However, intensity, lightness or value/ variance(V) defines luminance. The capability of intuitive of color components and ability to distinguish between luminance and chrominance make it popular for skin detection. HSV color space is used by Garcia and Tziritas, 28 McKenna et al, 29 Saxe and Foulds, 30 Sobottka and Pitas, 31 Thu et al., 32 Wang and Yuan, 33 Zhu et al.
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Perceptual color space represent color which is closely related with human vision. The main idea is to arrange all the colors by perceptual difference of color. In these color spaces-luminance (L) and chrominance is represented in XYZ coordinates. However, skin detection is not a physical property of an object in an image. It can be related as a perceptual concept of human vision. So, it is quite efficient to take a color space for skin detection that has the sensitivity of human vision. CIELAB and CIELUV are two examples of perceptually uniform color spaces. Perceptual uniformity defines that a small distortion to a component value can be equally observable across the range of values. Moreover, RGB and other well-known color spaces are not perceptually uniform. Non -linear transformation of perceptual color spaces corrects this shortcoming. But it needs complex transformation function for conversion. When an image is converted to CIE-LAB it may appear exactly as the previous color space. The reason is CIE-LAB and CIE-LUV contains all possible colors and since the translation of color is not related,there is no deterioration in image quality. It may be little tricky since in usual color spaces (e.g., RGB, HSV) contains logical colors. But in LAB one of the channel contains no color and other two channels have dual color combinations without any contrast. The L channel is for lightness and there is no color value associated with it. It usually depicts the difference between presence of darkness and light. In addition to that, "A" component is the color balance between green and Magenta and "B" component is a balance between blue and yellow. For aforementioned advantages Schumeyer and Barner 35 used this color space. However, LAB color space is used for clustering skin pixels from an image.
In summary, performance of color space based skin detection is highly depend on various factors including used methods. To make a fair comparison, all influencing factors should be considered. As observed, different authors take account of different training, testing and validation data. As a result, optimum color space for skin segmentation has changed to adapting optimal skin detection models. Besides, in neural networks, the performance of classifier is directly depend on the number of neurons, as well as the initial guess of the weights.
Explicitly Defined Boundary Models
The main difference in skin color is in its intensity (brightness) rather than the chrominance (color). [36] [37] [38] Those techniques have a pixel based processing scheme in which for any given pixel, methods are investigated to determine the class of that pixel. They're very prominent particularly due to their simple and quick training, low cost implementation and fast processing. However, several parameters are concerned in degrading the performance of classifiers, consisting of their static nature, excessive dependence on training images, effectiveness of rules and inability to cope with maximum skin detection challenges.
Non-parametric (Histogram based) Models
There is no any specific definition of probability density characteristic in non-parametric techniques. Single histogram primarily based Look-UP- Table ( LUT) model is a common approach in modeling skin color cluster. In this technique, by using a set of training skin pixels, distribution of skin pixels in a selected color space is received. The training technique is simple but populating the histogram calls for a large skin dataset. But, Bayesian classifier considers two histograms of skin and non-skin pixels. In, 39, 40 
Neural Net Models
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are mathematical models that stimulated by means of human nervous system. In skin detection, ANNs had been applied for specific functions and systems. In illumination reimbursement, dynamic method, in mixture with different strategies, and direct classification, variety of ANNs such as MLP, SOM, PCNN, etc, are exploited.A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a feed forward synthetic artificial neural network that consists of several layers of nodes in a cyclic directed graph, every layer absolutely linked to the next one. Every neuron is a processing detail with a nonlinear activation feature besides for input ones. A common approach to educate MLPs is back propagation (BP) which is used at the side of optimization techniques along with gradient descent.
PROPOSED METHOD
As discussed in previous chapter, among various approaches,Al-mohair 43 is the closest to the proposed approach. Two major steps involved training an MLP ANN for best detection accuracy and enhance skin detection using k-means and MLP ANN. In addition, a set of input features are selected by differential evolution (DE).DE algorithm is used to select optimal input variables based on color and texture information. Six different texture descriptors -uniformity, stand deviation, skewness, kurtosis, smoothness and entropy are considered for skin detection. After that, k-means clustering method is used to enhance the output of the optimized MLP ANN. This research paper gives a thought of using clustering for skin detection. Differential evolution method was used for various blocks of the data set and then selected skin patches are used for MLP ANN training. But selecting skin patches are difficult. In other hand proposed clustering method can separate most of the skin pixel form the image without DE.In this paper, a cluster based approach is proposed which will be used for skin detection and based on the skin detection, region for skin related application will be defined. The details methods are showing in below figure01.As described, an input image is clustered and among the cluster, best cluster was chosen. After that, based on best cluster, skin properties are defined and used to generate skin region only.
Clustering of Input Image
Cluster analysis is a process to group/partition data into groups. The goal is to group data with similar characteristics together. Various components can be taken as a features with metrics of counting similarity for clustering. Data within a cluster are "similar" to each other and vice verse. However, clustering is an unsupervised approach. So, data does not have any target attributes but some intrinsic structure of data can be obtained. In this study, k-means clustering is adopted. For feature selection, LAB color space was taken with 'cityblock' as a similarity metrics. To cluster images, feature selection is a crucial one. For this study, LAB color space is considered. In LAB color space, L represents luminance (lightness), A and B is for two color channel. For clustering purpose, only A and B elements were considered. The reason is to get clustering without illumination is, illumination can influence color properties. Besides, A and B components represent all color information in the image. This property makes LAB color space a good choice for skin detection compared to the other color space.After selecting the right color space, the next challenging task is to define number of cluster. As clustering is an unsupervised learning method, it needs to define the number of clusters. But the problem is image data varies in huge deviations, it is not possible to have a fixed number of cluster for efficient skin detection. Each images has different color characteristics and it needs to define number of clusters dynamically. 
Automatically Define Number of Cluster
An image is constructed with pixels. The relationship between pixels revels important information. This proposed approach takes a RGB image and convert it to grayscale which shrinks the number of channels but reserve necessary information. In details, RGB image or color map converted to grayscale by eliminating the hue and saturation information while keeping luminance. However, the goal is to find the significant objects in an image. This can achieve by taking account the intensity measurement. The assumption is, the intensity of pixels can be used to differentiate between background (black or white) and foreground. Intensity of an image depict importance of the pixel. Hence, the grayscale image is converted to binary image. Converting gray scale to binary image is done by threshold method. The output binary image has values of 1(white) for all pixels in the input image with luminance greater than threshold and 0 (black) for all other pixels. Hence, in binary image there are only two values possible. These values represent mostly foreground and background.
Label Binary Image
After getting the binary image, it needs to label each pixels. Labelling is done for connected components in binary image. Labeling algorithm returns a matrix L with the same size as binary image. The elements of L are integer values greater than or equal to 0. Pixels labeled 0 are the background. The pixels labeled as 1 make up one object, the pixels labeled 2 make up a second object, and so on. Connected component describes a set of connected pixels that share same properties.
Definition 01: A pixel a ∈ S is said to be connected to b ∈ S if there is a path from a to b consisting entirely of pixels of S. A path is an ordered sequence of pixels such that any two adjacent pixels in the sequence are neighbors. Moreover, a component labeling algorithm finds all connected components in an image and assign unique label to all pixels in the same component. During this process, neighboring pixels are pieced together in a step wise manner to build regions in which all pixels within that region are assigned a unique number ("label") for identification.
., Region label
Component labeling algorithm detects all the connected component. So, if there are image of a person, then all pixel representing that person is connected. Noisy pixels are generated because of discontinuity of background, infrared light reflectivity and fast movements. Besides background pixels are also connected and belongs to same blobs. However, Binary large object (blob) refers to a group of connected pixels and the region can be bright or dark compared to the neighborhood. So, number of blobs means a significant number of objects present in an image. Separation of background and foreground are done with flood fill operation. Flood fill is especially useful when an area is defined with multiple color boundaries. The algorithm is described in below. This algorithm search for an unmarked foreground pixel and then visit and mark all the neighboring pixels in region. A region is selected based on pixels with connectivity. In this approach, 8-connected pixels were adopted which means an unbroken path of 8-adjacent pixels' connection. Moreover, flood fill colors the entire area in an image using single color.
Get All Areas of Binary Image
To get all areas of the binary image, each connected components (object) in the binary image which must be a logical array with any dimensions. Labeled region in the label matrix L. Positive integer elements of L correspond to different regions. For example, the set of elements of L equal to 1 corresponds to region 1; the set of elements of L equal to 2 corresponds to region 2; and so on. In this problem domain, only area of the regions are require. Moreover, perimeter should be used on a label matrix or binary image with contiguous regions.Contiguous regions are also called "objects", "connected components", and "blobs". Once the region of a binary image has been found, next step is to get the contour of the region. The pixels along the edge of the binary image is detected with morphological operations. There are two types of contour possible-outer contour and inner contour. Outer contour can only be formed with connected components. But due to "holes" there are many inner arbitrarily contours are expected. These small holes indicate smaller regions among the bigger ones. To get only bigger blobs these small holes are ignored since they do not contain any significant features for this problem domain. After getting rid of insignificant objects, the area and centroid of the image blobs are calculated. Area is calculated with actual number of pixels in the regions and centroid declares the mass of region. Moreover, the area of a binary region, R can be defined by simply counting number of pixels that consists the region. All areas of the regions are calculated. This area defines the number of possible objects in an image. Only average of largest ten percent areas are considered.The assumption is, a person in an image contains significant amount of area. Moreover, for images containing multiple persons in an image usually presented with connected pixels and considered as one blob. Lastly, the blobs area greater than average area are considered only. Removing blobs smaller than average area is dome by a procedure named as area opening. The default connectivity is 8 for two dimensions.To validate the claim,an experiment was conducted where area covered by largest ten percent objects were compared with the total area. Figure 2 : comparisons of area covered by largest ten percent objects with the total area However,Boundaries of the biggest blobs regions need to traced. This boundaries outlined the outermost regions and also traces objects that is completely enclosed by outer regions. This method only work since a binary image belongs to an object and 0-pixels present background. By this boundary of region, number of objects in the image can be found. As a result, only biggest blobs are now considered and the number of blobs are taken as the number of clusters for further processing. This approach potentially removes excessive amount of clustering and get close to optimal number of clusters.
Select The Best Clusters
After getting number of clusters, the input images were converted to LAB color space. Classifying the colors in A and B space using K-means Clustering. K-means clustering treats each object as if they belong to some location on space. It finds partitions so that objects within a cluster are as close as possible to each other and far from object that belongs to another cluster. However, k-means clustering requires number of clusters and a distance metric to quantify proximity. In this research "city block" is used than traditional "Euclidean distance".The reason is for high dimensional vectors city block works better than Euclidean distance. Moreover, maximum iteration for clustering was 100 times and to avoid local minima clustering was repeated for 20 times. One of the most challenging task is to evaluate the goodness of clusters. Clustering is an unsupervised method, so it is not possible to predefined the best cluster based on features. However, every pixel in the image was labeled by the clustering results. For every objects in the input image k-means returns an index corresponding to a cluster. All the pixels in the image are labeled with cluster index. In addition to that, pixels that do not belong to a clusters are set to 0(black).
To choose the best cluster, hue component has taken into account. Hue has obvious skin cluster quality and the range of hue is relatively stable. For this reason, hue is regarded as a basic parameter for skin detection. However, human skin has a stable value of hue. Hue value can be unchanged while illumination intensity is curvature of skin surface change. In addition to that, hue shows the highest contrast between skin and background. It has been found that skin color lies in a very narrow range in hue of HSV color space. This range belongs to (0-50). 44 Based on these knowledge, mean hue value of all clusters were computed. Among them cluster with least mean hue value is chosen. The reason is, smallest mean hue value cluster has the maximum probability to have skin pixels. This claim can also be justified since the background of the cluster is black. A black pixel value has hue value zero. So, the mean hue value is only influenced by the non-black pixels of an image.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For experimental purpose, a test data set was generated arbitrarily from two publicly available data set with ground truth. These data sets are named as SFA and IBTB. SFA data set was constructed on FERET and AR databases. This data set contains images with various dimensions ranging from 1 pixel to 35x35 pixels. 45 There are in total 1117 images. Among them 216 images are chosen randomly for test set. Moreover, SFA data set contains single image with various profiles, background and various facial expressions. On the other hand, IBTB data set consists of total 755 images, among them 200 arbitrary images were chosen for test set. This data set consists people from various ethnicity groups, multiple people in one images with very similar skin background, attire etc. Images ranges from various dimensions under various lightning conditions. 
Evaluation Criteria
To compare the proposed approach, general threshold methods of two color space RGB and YCbCr and facial landmark based approach was considered. Facial landmark 46 detects faces from the image with 68 landmarks. However, it has a dependency of face detection.Among the detected face the region of nose bridge is the best part to get skin detection since other obstacles-glasses, scarfs often confuses with skin.From nose region average hue and saturation is calculated and used as threshold value. In addition to that, if facial landmark fails to detect face then general threshold method is used for accuracy calculations. To calculate the accuracy of each image, proposed method was applied to test data set.Detected skin pixels was compared with the ground truth in pixel basis.Then total correctly detected pixels were summed up and divided by the total number of pixels in the image.As figure 3 shows, only images with pixel accuracy over 90 percent are considered as a performance metric. For SFA data set proposed clustering method outperforms other two. The closest one is combined threshold of RGB and YCbCr. However, for IBTB data set facial landmark with the combination of general method performs better. For overall pixel accuracy,results are shown in figure 4 .For SFA data set proposed method marginally beat general threshold. As IBTD data set facial landmark again outperform other method but proposed one come to second position.In short, the proposed method performs quite well compared with other pre dominant approach. Moreover, the proposed method does not have any threshold or boundaries compared to other methods.
REGION GROWING
Proposed clustering methods performs quite well compared with other approach. But it can be improved further. Since clustering method is unsupervised method some skin pixels are missing due to some real world conditions.To solve this problem, a region growing approach is proposed to get the maximum possible skin pixel from an image. 47 Region growing algorithm can provide connected regions with same characteristics with boundary information. 48 For region growing two features are needed-initial seeding points and dissimilarity metrics. The reason to select seeding points is to select some pixels that is obviously skin pixel. Selected cluster is again clustered into two clusters. One thing to be noted here that, number of cluster is two. Since number of cluster is two, then one cluster will have skin information and another will have background only. K means clustering was used for clustering. Standard deviation of image intensity is calculated. It guides the region growing process. However, region is growing iteratively by comparing neighboring pixels. For this approach 4 neighbors were chosen in each iteration. The difference between pixel's intensity value and the regions mean value is a measurement of similarity. If the difference value is smaller than the standard deviation of intensity images the neighbor pixel is assigned to region. Since standard deviation is used, it can recover the skin pixels which are missed by clustering. This region growing act as a compensation process to recover the skin pixels.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, clustering based skin detection method is proposed and validated. Proposed method dynamically allocate number of clusters and enables promising result for skin pixel accuracy. However, due to light conditions and other factors, some skin pixels are classified as non-skin pixels. This limitation can be overcome by using a region growing procedure which is also developed but needs some more fine tuning. In addition to that, combining more than one methods can result efficient skin detection.Proposed approach showed promising results but still there is room to improvement. After getting automatic cluster number, the best cluster choice needs to improved. Dunn's cluster validity indices will be implemented. This work is undergoing now.Lastly, ensemble classification is a method where several classifiers classify features and votes on prediction can certainly serve the purpose of skin detection better.
